12th of June 2018

Savox TRICS® to Cater to Special Communication Needs
Specialist in mission critical communications equipment for defence, security and professional public
safety users, Savox Communications, introduces its latest addition to the tactical product portfolio –
Savox TRICS®.
The Savox TRICS® is a tactical radio and intercom controller system, designed and developed to meet
the communication needs of various tactical user groups. After considering the special
communications needs of high-risk missions and taking into account the eternal battle with gear
weight, Savox developed this compact multi controller. It offers full mission capability and can be
customized to meet the user needs to ensure mission success at all situations.
As the modern threat landscape is complex and tactical teams are facing rapidly changing missions
and environments, constant situational awareness serves as the basis for informed decisions and
correct responses. This requires reliable and clear communication between team members and
command, and sets further requirements for flexible and adaptable communication systems. The
Savox TRICS® was developed to meet these requirements as a fully software configurable controller
that can adapt up to four different channels or devices (radios, smartphones, LTE devices, vehicle
intercom), providing a quick and easy access to several communication channels. In addition, the
Savox TRICS® offers the voice amplifier capability, allowing the controller to be used with protective
gear and significantly reducing the need to carry extra weight.
The VP of Business Lines at Savox Communications, Mika Laitinen is delighted about the success of
the new product: ”The Savox TRICS® is a natural extension to our solution portfolio for the tactical
dismounted operations. It seamlessly integrates multiple communication channels and significantly
improves communication performance in the quickly changing operational landscape. The Savox
TRICS® has been jointly developed together with the end users and we are happy to see how well it
has been received in the market.“
The Armed Forces, Police, Civil Defence, Customs and Border Guard Special Forces can all benefit
from the unique features that Savox TRICS® provides as it achieves increased situational awareness
while reducing risks and improving chances for mission success. The first deliveries of Savox TRICS®
have already been made to undisclosed European police forces this spring.
Visit Savox Communications at Eurosatory (Hall 6, stand K301) and experience personally the
communication possibilities of the versatile Savox TRICS®.
For more information, please contact Harri Lehti (harri.lehti@savox.com, tel. +358 (0)50 444 2928)
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